THREE "K" SPINNING CHARM

Here is the slickest little charm on the market. The above front and back illustrations show how the charm appears when being worn. Note the characters mean nothing whatever when thus shown. Spin the disk and we have "K. K. K." as shown in the center illustration above. This is just the charm Klansmen want. Agents sell them like hot cakes. Made in three qualities. Order by number and quality wanted.

No. 54-P. Gold Plated ...... $1.50 each 3 000 per dozen
No. 54-B. Brassed Gold ...... $2.50 each 3 000 per dozen
No. 54-G. Solid 10-K Gold ...... $2.00 each 3 000 per dozen

†KKK†

Hat Bands
Made of same material and in same colors as Pennants, 24 inches long and 2 inches wide.
No. 720—Price 25¢ Each

Spinning Watch Charm

Patent Pending

A Real Charm and a Real novelty
We show here two views of this wonderful novelty. First is a front view showing how the charm appears when spinning. The other is a side view. The front view when not spinning is simply a mass of mixed-up characters that no one can understand. Just the kind of a charm many members want. An invisible emblem charm for members of the Invisible Empire. But note how plain the emblem is brought out when spinning: note the three K's formed about the triangle and also note the four mysterious letters. A. K. K. A.—how neatly they are placed within the triangle. This charm can rightly be termed the mystery charm, as its characters contain many secrets if you will study them well. Made in gold plated quality only.
No. 54-S—Price $2.50 Each

WHY WORK FOR OTHERS?
START A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN!
LET UNCLE SAM WORK FOR YOU.

Have your name printed on a few thousand circulars like this, mail or hand them out, in a short time Uncle Sam's Mails will be working hard for you. See our wholesale price list for cost of printing your name on circulars and cost of goods. Big profits for you.

NATIONAL EMBLEM CO.
BOX 524
OMAHA, NEBR.
Women K. K. K.

No. 11051

For the Women of the K. K. K.

We have just designed and originated the above little beauty. Highly enamelled in rich colors of red, white and blue. Note the Fiery Cross in the center. Note how the W. K. K. is worked out on the four points of the pin. All pins made with safety catch.

Rolled Gold quality, $1.50 each
10-K Solid Gold, $2.50 each

---

Junior K. K. K.

No. 14184

A Brand New One for the Boys

Here is the emblem the boys have been waiting for. We have just designed and originated this one. Highly enamelled in rich colors of red, white and blue. Note how the three K's are worked around the emblem with the two bar cross and Jr. in center. Made in either scarf pin or button.

Rolled Gold quality, $1.50 each
10-K Solid Gold, $2.50 each

---

No. 618

LADIES' RING

Platinum Finish Solid Silver Ring set with imported fiery red stone; with our ARIA Triangle emblem applied. Sizes 3 to 8 only.

Price $2.00

---

Number 1344

LADIES' RING

"Here is a massive, rich looking ladies' ring. Solid Silver Platinum Finish. Set with a large, Sparkling Blue imitation sapphire stone. With one of our fiery red set crosses applied to the stone. A ring that most women will admire. Sizes 3 to 8 only.

Price $5.00
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